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Please leave this field empty Latest Posts are delivered on Monday night at 8pm! Instant Downloads Want to
Start a Blog? Advent is the season of the year leading up to Christmas. The word advent itself means the
arrival of a notable person, thing, or event. We await his second advent, when he returns from the way he
went. The Advent season lasts for four Sundays. Are you looking for the best Advent devotionals and
calendars? Be inspired and restore the beauty of the first and second coming of Jesus with these items. Now
repackaged in a beautiful hardback edition, it makes the perfect holiday gift. People paint, draw, sketch, letter,
and scrapbook in the pages of their Bible, all as a way of connecting with the stories and messages that it
holds. Advent Illustrated is a Bible journaling challenge that corresponds to Advent , and the Advent
Illustrated challenge. This short guide contains: Break out your Bible, and pull out your pens and paint
brushes; the Word is your canvas! For the Writer The Greatest Gift: This special edition is beautifully
illustrated. It can serve as a precious guide to help recapture the sacredness of the Advent season and to help
the entire family understand and celebrate the epic pageantry of humankind from Adam to the Messiah. Use in
conjunction with the Adventures in Odyssey Advent Calendar or on its own. This Christmas, start a new
family tradition and have fun with your friends from Adventures in Odyssey. The little bear, led by a glittering
star, meets many others on his travels across hot deserts, snowy mountains, and through dark, lonely nights.
His adventures, filled with acts of heroism and kindness and many small miracles, show him the path to the
Christ Child. Along the way, she meets and becomes friends with Jotham and Bartholomew, watches as
Romans take her father prisoner, spends time with Zechariah and Elizabeth, helps Mary and Joseph just before
Christ s birth, and ends her travels at the stable in Bethlehem. Though he faces thieves, robbers, and
kidnappers, Jotham also encounters the wise men, shepherds, and innkeepers until at last he finds his way to
the Savior born in Bethlehem. He eventually meets Jotham, Bartholomew, and Tabitha as he follows his father
and uncles in their search for a newborn king. Along the way Bartholomew makes a new friend, a young boy
named Jotham! For the Video Buff Advent Conspiracy: Can Christmas Still Change the World? What was
once a time to celebrate the birth of a savior has somehow turned into a season of stress, traffic jams, and
shopping lists. Is this really why we celebrate Christmas? What if Christmas became a world-changing event
once again? A Coloring Book to Bless and De-Stress Through the Season This fall, adults of all ages
everywhere who feel stressed and unfocused are quieting their minds and souls by putting away the smart
phones and tablets and picking up pencils, markers and crayons to color. At home, in waiting rooms, in
churches, on road trips â€” coloring books for adults are becoming more and more popular. These coloring
books for adults from Paraclete are not only a simple path to making something beautiful, it has a spiritual
element as well. For anyone looking for some relief from the stress of the season, and for a fun and artistic
new activity to count the days until Christmas, this Advent Coloring Calendar will provide a daily dose of
peace and focus. Create something beautiful by coloring a pattern for each of the the 24 days before
Christmas, and then enjoy the Christmas story from the Bible while creating more lovely and seasonal art.
You might even find some furry winter friends inside too. Includes Andrea and Liza mini-doll figures in a
calendar with 24 secret compartments, each containing its own buildable surprise. You can meet Santa,
decorate the Christmas tree, build a snowman or blast off into space aboard the shuttle. Help the police catch a
cook, take a cool remote-controlled car for a spin or cook marshmallows on a festive log fire! This awesome
set also includes an array of LEGO minifigures and models that can be integrated with your favorite sets. Each
of the 24 days brings a new fashion accessory for Barbie doll or the girl. The set includes a festive dress for
Barbie doll decorated with hearts and in Barbie signature pink, of course! Daily deliveries for the doll include
shoes â€” four pairs, from funky boots to elegant pumps; statement necklaces, cuffs and bangles and earrings;
purses and clutches; a perfume bottle; and fun extras, like a cell phone, sunglasses and hair clips.
Recommended for ages four to ten. Boys and girls will race to discover a surprise hidden behind each
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door-opening each will reveal a total of 12 different Thomas items that also tell a special Christmas story.
Thomas a bakery car two cargo cars baked goods cargo coal cargo whistle cargo a Christmas tree a sign
present cargo a reindeer Santa with sleigh. Based upon a traditional countdown to Christmas Eve, the Hot
Wheels Advent Calendar will keep kids entertained leading up to the big holiday. Start the race on December
1st and see what surprises each festively decorated window on the calendar holds every day. When opened, all
24 windows reveal a secret inside from toys to 1: Each of the 24 windows contains a different Angry Bird
themed gift. All the gifts can be used together to form a complete game. Gifts include a launcher, blocks,
Angry Birds, pigs and mission cards. This delightful Advent calendar makes the holiday season even more fun
than it already is. Hello Kitty fans of all ages will enjoy counting down the days to December 25th with their
favorite friend. The following two tabs change content below.
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Chapter 2 : Advent Devotionals and Calendars
Advent, a calendar of devotions, Paperback - by Jo Carr Author) Be the first to review this item. See all formats and
editions Hide other formats and.

The Lutheran calendar operates on two different cycles: The Temporal Cycle pivots on the festivals of
Christmas and Easter. All Sundays, Seasons, and Festivals are related to these festivals. Beyond their place in
the Temporal or Sanctoral Cycles, the events commemorated on the Lutheran liturgical calendar fall into one
of three different categories depending upon their liturgical priority: Festivals, Lesser Festivals, and
Commemorations. Festivals take precedence over all other days, including Sundays, have their own collects
and Eucharistic proper prefaces. Of the festivals, Christmas is considered to be twelve days in length from
December 25 until January 5 and Easter is fifty days in length from Easter Sunday up to and inclusive of
Pentecost. For the Ascension which, falling on fortieth day of Easter, will always be on a Thursday, the
festival is sometimes transferred to the Seventh Sunday of Easter in addition to or in place of the normal part
of the Easter festival for that day. A good example of this would be in when Good Friday and the
Annunciation fell on the same day March The Annunciation was transferred to March 28, or the second day
of Easter, to make room for Good Friday. For instance, in Annunciation was celebrated on 13 March; when
Easter Sunday was 23 March it was celebrated on the 9th. One unique feature of the ELCA calendar is that it
has given congregations the options of two dates for the Transfiguration. However, the traditional date of
August 6 was left on the calendar. Congregations were given the option of observing Transfiguration on the
Last Sunday after the Epiphany and August 6, thus leaving open the possibility that the Transfiguration could
be commemorated twice within a calendar year. Lesser Festivals[ edit ] The altar book editions of the
Lutheran Book of Worship green and Evangelical Lutheran Worship These are days which are associated with
the life of Christ or the Apostles and deserve attention in their own right. Lesser Festivals do not have priority
over festivals and technically do not have precedence over ordinary Sundays. However, the Lutheran Book of
Worship does permit the celebration of a Lesser Festival on Sundays where the normal color of the day would
be green that is, seasons after Epiphany or after Pentecost or on the Sundays in Christmas. Commemorations[
edit ] Commemorations are for individuals or events which have been noteworthy in the life of the Church and
in the history of Lutheranism in particular. For example, if September 13 fell on a Sunday and there was a
desire to commemorate St. John Chrysostom , the pastor would recite the common of theologians and then the
prayer of the day or the common of theologians on its own. The person may also be mentioned by name in the
prayers of the faithful in addition to recitation of the applicable collect. In some cases, several individuals are
listed together June 14 with St. Basil the Great , St. Gregory the Theologian , and St. Gregory of Nyssa
because of their close association with each other, and they are thus designed to be commemorated jointly, not
as a choice between one or the other. This leaves the space from the 5th to the 15th centuries and the 16th to
the 20th centuries rather sparse; nevertheless, it is an improvement over some calendars wherein only a very
few persons, all from the patristic or Reformation periods, were commemorated. The color of the day dictates
the color of the vestments for all ministers and the color of paraments. White is the color designated for
Festivals of Christ, with gold sometimes offered as an alternative for the first days of Easter. Purple is
commonly used for the season of Lent. It is also optional for use during Advent , though blue is the preferred
color for this season because of its hopeful connotations rather than the penitential character implied by purple
and its association with Lent. Scarlet is also used for Holy Week , though purple is also allowed. Black with
purple as an alternative may be used on Ash Wednesday. The only day which does not have a color is Good
Friday , when all the paraments are traditionally removed from the church. The color for Holy Saturday is
white or gold since it is the day when the Great Vigil of Easter is celebrated, though until the vigil, the church
would remain void of paraments. Historical development[ edit ] Liturgical calendars began to be developed in
Christianity around the fourth century, with the church calendar as it is known today coming into full
development in the period of the medieval sacramentaries. The ninth century also saw the inclusion of
numerous saints in the calendar a practice already begun by the second century , even to the point that normal
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Sunday propers were taking place over those normally appointed for Sunday. Despite their differences, the
calendars and liturgies maintained significant similarities between each other as well as the calendar of the
Roman Catholic Church. The church year continued to begin with the First Sunday of Advent which was still
fixed based on the traditional formula , and many of the festivals surrounding Christmas St. John , the Holy
Innocents remained in place, even if they were often ignored. They also retained the violet or black vestments
for the penitential season. Good Friday, while kept with solemnity, was often a celebration of Holy
Communion, thus less somber than the contemporary Roman Catholic Church. George was also
commemorated in Nordlingen. The development of Swedish liturgy was, in part, thanks to Olavus Petri ,
which is sometimes regarded as his most important work. Laurentius Petri further revised the Swedish Mass
Much of his work was in the area of liturgy and his Nova Ordinantia reinstated much of the sanctoral cycle
from the Old Swedish Mass, reviving the feasts of St. Mary Magdalene , St. Modern era[ edit ] The majority
of calendars between the start of the Reformation and the 20th century were quite minimal in their
commemorations. Most included events such as the Annunciation or persons such as Saint Paul , these days
often went unobserved despite scrupulous attention to the temporal cycle. Even further, the commemoration of
some biblical persons of note including the Virgin Mary were often omitted entirely. The calendar in Europe[
edit ] Many of the changes to the calendar that had accompanied the Reformation remained in place during the
subsequent centuries. The calendar in North America[ edit ] When Lutherans came to North America, they
brought with them their disparate liturgical traditions. The Pennsylvania Ministerium composed the first
liturgy for North America, including its calendar along somewhat minimal lines. However, since the last
quarter of the nineteenth century, the calendar within North American Lutheran churches has been expanding.
The Common Service Book also expanded the calendar to help congregations determine which days took
priority over others in cases of coincidence. One example would be the absence of St. Lucia on December 13,
although she enjoys particular popularity in Sweden. However, the Lutheran calendar differs from both in two
very significant ways, aside from its emphasis on commemorating persons important to the Lutheran tradition.
First, the Lutheran calendar, while commemorating many of the same events or persons, often does so on
different days from either calendar St. In other cases such as St. Valentine on February 14 , individuals who
have long standing within Western Christianity are not mentioned in the Lutheran calendar, or are only
mentioned in the calendars of some Lutheran churches. Finally, the Lutheran calendar commemorates persons
or events such as the presentation of the Augsburg Confession on June 25 which are not commemorated in any
other Christian calendar because of their specific importance to the Lutheran Church. The other significant
difference is that the Lutheran calendar commemorates a wider variety of individuals than does either of its
counterparts. The intent is to provide a wider venue for commemoration of outstanding individuals who have
served the Church through their vocations rather than simply commemorating the outstanding among the
religious. At one point there was a proposal to include a day on the Episcopal Church calendar which was
taken into consideration by the Inter-Lutheran Commission on Worship in developing the Lutheran Book of
Worship for Old Testament saints following the octave of All Saints November 8 , but this idea was ultimately
rejected as tokenism. This is to prevent oddities of convention such as St. Nicolaus Copernicus [44] as well as
to underline the Lutheran emphasis on the priesthood of all believers. Nevertheless, individuals who typically
have "saint" affixed to their given name are still referred to as such in common discourse so that Francis of
Assisi would still be called "St. Francis" rather than just "Francis". However, the use of "saint" as a title for an
individual who had led a good and exemplary life or who had been martyred began to develop in Christianity.
By the time of the Reformation, the use of "saint" was almost exclusively the restrictive, titular sense.
However, the confessional documents of the Lutheran Church, particularly the Augsburg Confession , accept
both the general and particular use of the word saints. Moreover, their good works are to be an example for us,
each of us in his own calling. For it sets before us Christ alone as mediator, atoning sacrifice, high priest, and
intercessor.
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Chapter 3 : A Call to Advent | FamilyLife TodayÂ®
Help families countdown to Christmas with this unique Advent calendar and devotional book with stickers. Vivid visuals
tell Jesus' story on a sturdy 2-sided, 3-panel stand-up. 25 devotions include daily Scripture, questions, activities, and
stickers to add to the stand-up each day.

If you consent, you are giving us permission to track your online behavior with technologies such as cookies,
beacons, tags and scripts used by CPH and our partners such as advertising, marketing and analytics ,
affiliates, or service providers. In the event that you have or in the future create an account with us, we will
collect personally identifiable information about you, such as your full name, address, phone number, email
address, or similar, for the purpose of providing our services to you. Please see the privacy policy in full
below. You can provide your consent by clicking I Consent; if you prefer to not continue to our website, click
Decline or leave this page. We will not use or share your information with anyone except as described in this
Privacy Policy. This Privacy Policy also applies to information we collect by other means including offline or
from other sources. The use of information collected through our Sites shall be limited to the purposes under
this Privacy Policy and our terms of service to customers. If you choose to purchase a product from us, we or
our third-party payment processors will collect your payment information. We also may collect data through
our partners on their websites or mobile applications. When you visit such websites or mobile applications, we
may receive certain information about you as described below. We do send promotional emails and we may
send you service related emails related to your account. If you no longer wish to receive these emails, you may
opt out of them at privacy cph. We may receive reports based on the use of these technologies by such
companies on an individual as well as aggregated basis. Our partners may also use such technologies to
deliver advertisements to you as described below. Users can control the use of cookies at the individual
browser level. If you reject cookies, you may still use our Sites, but your ability to use some features or areas
of our Sites may be limited c We are headquartered in the United States of America. Personal information may
be accessed by us or transferred to us in the United States or to our affiliates, partners, merchants, or service
providers elsewhere in the world. By providing us with personal information, you consent to this transfer. For
example, when you access our Sites, our servers automatically record certain information that your web
browser sends whenever you visit any website. We do not link this automatically-collected data to personally
identifiable information. Individuals seeking to access or correct, amend or delete inaccurate data on CPH
Web Products should direct his or her query directly with the Entity who has collected that information. For
example, a church may collect personal information about members and input it into a church management
software program licensed from CPH. In the event an individual desires to access or correct, amend or delete
such data, the individual should contact the church directly. CPH will retain this personal information as
necessary to comply with our legal obligations, resolve disputes and enforce our agreements. How We Use
Your Information. We use the information that we collect to operate and maintain our Sites, send you
marketing communications, and respond to your questions and concerns. How We Share Your Information.
CPH will not rent or sell your personally identifiable information to others. We may store personal
information in locations outside the direct control of CPH for instance, on servers or databases co-located with
hosting providers. Any personally identifiable information you elect to make publicly available on our Sites,
such as posting comments on our blog page, will be available to others. If you remove information that you
have made public on our Sites, copies may remain viewable in cached and archived pages of our Sites, or if
other users have copied or saved that information. Some of our services are managed by a third party
application that may require you to register to use or post a comment. We do not have access or control of the
information posted. You will need to contact or login into the third party application if you want the personal
information that was posted removed. To learn how the third party application uses your information, please
review their privacy policy. We partner with third parties to display advertising on our Sites and to manage
our advertising on other sites. Our third party partners may use technologies such as cookies to gather
information about your activities on other sites in order to provide you advertising based upon your browsing
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activities and interests. If you access the CPH Service or Sites on your mobile device, you may not be able to
control tracking technologies through the settings. We collect information globally and primarily store that
information in the United States. We transfer, process and store your information outside your country of
residence, wherever we or our third-party service providers operate for the purposes of providing you the
services. You agree that CPH may store and process personal date in the United States of America and any
other country where CPH or its third-party service providers maintain facilities. Whenever we transfer your
information, we take steps necessary to protect it. How We Protect Your Information. CPH is concerned with
protecting your privacy and data, but we cannot ensure or warrant the security of any information you transmit
to CPH or guarantee that your information may not be accessed, disclosed, altered or destroyed by breach of
any of our industry standard physical, technical or managerial safeguards. Therefore, we cannot guarantee its
absolute security. We use an outside a credit card processing company to process your payment if you
purchase goods or services from CPH. Compromise of Personal Information. In the event that personal
information is compromised as a breach of security, CPH will promptly notify our affected customers in
compliance with applicable law. Our Choices About Your Information. For current CPH customers, you can
review, correct, update or delete inaccuracies to the information about you that CPH keeps on file by logging
into your account to update your password and billing information. We will acknowledge your request and
handle it promptly. We will retain your information for as long as your account is active or as needed to
provide you services. We will retain and use your information as necessary to comply with our legal
obligations, resolve disputes and enforce our agreements. Protecting the privacy of young children is
especially important. For that reason, CPH does not knowingly collect or solicit personal information from
anyone under the age of In the event that we learn that we have collected personal information from a child
under age 13, we will delete that information as quickly as possible. It is our policy to provide notifications,
whether such notifications are required by law or are for marketing or other business related purposes, to you
via email, written or hard copy notice, or through conspicuous posting of such notice on the Sites, as
determined by CPH in its sole discretion. We reserve the right to determine the form and means of providing
notifications to you, provided that you may opt out of certain means of notification as described in this Privacy
Policy. Links to Other Web Sites. We are not responsible for the practices employed by websites or services
linked to or from the CPH Sites, including the information or content contained therein. Please remember that
when you use a link to go from the CPH Sites to another website or service, our Privacy Policy does not apply
to third-party websites or services. Our Site includes social media features, such as the Facebook Like button
and other widgets that run on our Site. These features may collect your IP address and which page you are
visiting on our Site, and may set a cookie to enable the feature to function properly. Social media features and
widgets are either hosted by a third party or hosted directly on our Site. Your interactions with these features
are governed by the privacy policy of the organization providing it. CPH occasionally offers contests. The full
rules for our contests are clearly posted during each contest. CPH may, from time to time, invite you to
participate in online surveys. The information requested in these surveys may include, but is not limited to,
your opinions, beliefs, insights, ideas, activities, experience, purchase history, and purchase intent regarding
products, events and services. The information collected by these surveys is used to research market trends,
church trends, ministry growth, congregation and community needs. Your input will help us to improve
customer experience, shape new product development, equip church ministry effectiveness and enhance
products for your spiritual growth and experience. CPH welcomes your comments and feedback regarding our
Sites. For this reason, we ask you not to send us any information or materials that you do not wish to assign to
us, including, without limitation, any confidential information or any original creative materials such as
product ideas, computer code, or original artwork. By submitting Feedback to CPH through our Sites or
elsewhere, you assign to us, free of charge, all worldwide rights, title and interest in all copyrights and other
intellectual property rights in the Feedback you submit. CPH will be entitled to use any Feedback you submit
to it, and any ideas, concepts, know-how or techniques contained in any such Feedback, for any purpose
whatsoever, including but not limited to developing, manufacturing and marketing products and services using
such Feedback without restriction and without compensating you in any way. You are responsible for the
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information and other content contained in any Feedback you submit to us, including, without limitation, their
truthfulness and accuracy. Changes to Our Privacy Policy. All changes to this Privacy Policy are effective
when they are posted on this page. Continued use of the Sites following any such changes means you accept
and will abide by these changes. Concordia Publishing House, Attn: Privacy Policy, S. Louis, MO Error,
please try again. For questions contact us at privacy cph.
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Chapter 4 : Advent Blessing Jar
Advent Calendar Devotions - go to this website to see days scriptures I'm so excited about Christmas and the holidays!
We are slowly decking the halls and getting our.

There was something to which everyone in the family could relate â€” from our preschoolers all the way
through adults. The coloring pages were wonderful! Even my little two-year-old was able to participate. My
kindergartner read the devotional book as part of her reading practice at night. It was great that the words were
easy and straightforward! An Illustrated Advent for Families: This is our fourth year of providing families
with a resource for engaging their children in faith formation at home during the Advent season. It can be
difficult to find meaningful ways to engage our families in faith formation. Click here to download a free
sample of An Illustrated Advent for Families: There are simple but meaningful devotions for families to do
throughout Advent, our Illustrated Ornament Set, and our Advent Calendar. Our family, like many, struggles
to find opportunities for prayer and faith formation. My children were attracted by this resource, and even
asked about when we were going to do the next portions. As a widow with three elementary-school-aged
children, I was grateful for this resource, because it had a marvelous combination of flexibility and structure,
and let me find ways to fit activities in as it became possible. You will also encounter individuals who faced
the unexpected, trusting in the promises of God for their lives, continuing to prepare for Jesus. Incorporated
into the devotion is a time for coloring the Illustrated Ornaments if you would like to do so, however that can
also be used as a stand-alone activity. Each devotion includes scripture, a brief reflection, and discussion
questions, an activity a family can do over the week and a short prayer. Having a weekly Advent activity
rather than a daily one was helpful for our family. We liked spending a more meaningful block of time on this
activity once a week rather than trying not to squeeze in a daily activity that was shorter but less meaningful.
We have felt guilty in the past for missing a day of other Advent devotions, and knowing we had a week to
complete the activity removed the pressure and stress. Preparing the Way go along with the themes for our
devotionals. I appreciated how both my 8-year-old and 5-year-old could engage with the writings, questions,
and prayers. Each week of Advent, you will have the opportunity to color an Advent Ornament as you read
through the devotional materials. It is our hope that our Advent resources will deepen your faith and
connection with God and your family as you journey together through Advent. Each Sunday night, we all sit
down with the activities, light our family Advent wreath, and share in a special time together that helps start
off each week of Advent with intention and focus. The devotions are well-written and thoughtful and the
calendar has great ideas. But I think the coloring sheets are my favorite part overall. If nothing else, reading
the scripture and coloring together offers a point in our week where we can reflect together, pray together, and
meditate on Advent as a family. Our Advent calendar is more of an activity calendar â€” activities that can
help you get into the Advent and Christmas spirit. Some of these activities will be great for your kids to do by
themselvesâ€”others will require the whole family. And there are some activities that require you to get out of
your house and go into your community. We think these activities will be a lot of fun for your kids and your
family and maybe some of the prompts will cause you and your family to get creative and make up other
activities on your own. Each of the weeks of Advent has a different theme and focus, and we hope that this
will provide you with meaningful ways to get into the Christmas spirit. The feedback from our congregation
was that the resources were really great quality and easy to access. Parents felt that they could discuss the
ideas without needing to check with the vicar first, and children were keen to undertake the activities. The
quality of this product is wonderful!
Chapter 5 : Concordia Publishing House
Our Advent devotionals will help prepare your heart for the Christmas season and increase your appreciation for the
meaning of the season.
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Chapter 6 : Advent Devotional - Luther Seminary
lift-a-flap Advent calendar at the back of the book to physically mark your journey through Advent! Easy enough for older
children to read on their own and younger children to understand, this book will become a yearly Advent tradition in
classrooms and homes and spark nightly devotion time in.

Chapter 7 : Free Advent Devotionals - Women Living Well
Free Advent Devotionals - Women Living Well - Free Advent Devotionals. November 28, I thought about contacting
some Christian women's blogs for ideas, and I almost opted not to do one this year, but here you are with a solution!

Chapter 8 : Creative Advent Devotional for Families and Churches - Preparing the Way
You will see the current Advent calendar page but if you scroll down the page, you will find the Advent calendar that
corresponds with the image on this page. In it, you'll get Scripture readings and devotions, along with a new object or
Bible character to create your family's own Nativity scene!.

Chapter 9 : - Advent, a Calendar of Devotions - Jo Carr
A Great Advent Resource We created 24 Days of Disrupt to help families and individuals better prepare their hearts for
Christ's arrival - which is the true purpose of Advent. This devotional and calendar will stretch you in new ways and help
you see others through the eyes of Jesus.
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